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promise the world
to someone and you'll
find the meaning of consequence.

but there's a key phrase
missing from this password
when i trace back words through these events.

was it me you were looking for?
or was there something you ignored?
i should have dropped dead to the floor and left the
room

cuz there was a picture on your desktop
of a boy you said you'd left off at the airport
go ahead, Text me "Goodbye!"

it's the Last time we should
be together i know,
and i would be into it.
but it's the first time that i
ever felt at home.

i should leave you now
take my cd's from your shelf
but there's gravity in everything here

i don't doubt you were sincere
not even your whisper in my ear
gave the indication, you were something i should fear

it's the last time we should
be together i know
and i would be into it
but it's the first time that i
ever felt at home
the only problem is, that i felt it alone!

i am here alone

there's always a last kiss
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and there's always a first
barefeet on broken glass
only wet my appetite and fed my thirst
i got
taken deeper than i ever
wanted things to go
sucker punched and
bullied in
and i've got nothing to show
but you keep me awake at night
yeah you keep me awake at night
and all i ever got from you was
just a fight...

it's the last time we should
be together i know
and i would be into it
but it's the first time that i
ever felt at home
but maybe if you play the
whole thing in reverse
it just might work...
it just might work, BUT
IT's
THE
LAST TIME we will ever
Be Together
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